
Blender : MD5ANIM 
 
To create MD5ANIM and MD5MESH files from Blender you can use an Add-on. 
 
This is my setup: 

● Blender 2.59 (https://download.blender.org/release/Blender2.59/) 
● Blender MD5 Export 2.59 : https://www.katsbits.com/tools/ 

 
 
Start Blender 
Go To File->User Preferences 
Tab: Add-ons 
Use button: [Install Add-on from File] 
Browse to the extracted Blender MD5 Export from KatsBits (io_export_md5-259.py) 
 
Navigate to ‘Import-Export: Export idTech4 (.md5) ‘  and use checkbox to activate it. 
[Save User Settings] 
 
 
Now you should have an File->Export->idTech 4 MD5 (.md5mesh .md5anim)  menu entry 
 
 
Okay. 
Let us create a really small animation. I strongly advice you to follow these steps since 
exporting to md5* is extremely sensative relating settings. Usually none of the pre-made 
animations can be exported straight out of the ‘box’. 
 
When you have a default launch you should have the TimeLine menu bar: 

 
 
Change Start to 0 and End to 1  
The next input area is the current frame. Go to Frame 0 
 
 
What we have done now is to limit the animation to just 2 frames! 
 
Make an animation: 

https://download.blender.org/release/Blender2.59/


 
 
The MD5 Animation uses armatures (bones)  
Each animated part of your character needs a bone. When building your ‘real’ animated 
character you should make more bones to allow limbs to be animated. 
 
When you started from fresh you should already have one box. Adding that bone will be put 
on the same spot as the block.  
 
Click on the green arrow and move it to the left. You should now see the bone like this: 
 

 
 
Next step is to bind these two objects together. So that if you move/rotate/change the bone, 
you would alter the cube as well. 
 
 
First : right-click on the cube (You always should select the mesh first) 
Next: Shift-Right-Click on the bone 



Press Ctrl-P 
 

 
 
You can do this from the menu as well: 

 
 
Use the With Automatic Weights 
 
 
When you rotate or move the bone it will now also rotate/move the cube. 
 
Okay! 
We make the animation now. 
Make sure you have all objects selected for your animation. In this case we only have two 
objects but if your scene has a lot of objects you might use Select->Select All 
 
Make sure you are on the first frame. Use the current frame entry we used earlier (0) to 
verify. 
 
go to Object->Animation 



 
 
Use Insert KeyFrame and then Location  
 
 
 
You now should have an indicator on the timeline that you have made a keyframe. 
 
Go to the last frame.  
 
We will now move the bone a bit to the left (Use the green arrow and drag to the left) 
 
Insert a new KeyFrame (Object:Animation:Insert Keyframe:Location) 
 
You can press the > icon to run the animation. It will automatically loop and you should have 
a jiggerish animation. Well this is just a test! 
 
 
Next thing we need for the MD5 export is a material on the mesh. Propably you are able to 
export this now but you will end up with an md5mesh file without any vertices in them (= no 
objects) 
 
Navigate to the object properties: 
 



 
 
Be sure to slect the Cube from the top. And use the Material icon to get to the lower part 
properties with the Material information. 
Go to the Diffuse (Lambert) color indicator. Click on it and select a new color. 
 
This should be enough to get the Export to work. 
 
But: Use Select (All) or shift right-click all the parts (bones+meshes)  
 
File->Export->md5 export 
 
 
When you give it a name and you didn’t do anything wrong you should have two files (WITH 
DATA) in them : yourname.md5mesh  = object(s) with vertices information in them. 
yourname.md5anim with frames, bounds and other information regarding the animation. 



 
Be sure to check the contents of these two files before using them.  
 
There are numerous errors that can be given due to settings that are done on objects. The 
katsbits page has some listed. But when searching for errors during the export you will find a 
lot of them as well. 
What I’ve learned from trying to export pre-made-animation that a lot of problems arise using 
materials/textures/(group)vertices. 
 
 


